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ABSTRACT

The SWITCHBOARD (SWB) Corpus has becom
one of the most important benchmarks for assess
improvements in large vocabulary conversation
speech (LVCSR). The high error rates on SWB a
largely attributable to an acoustic model mismatc
the h igh f requency o f poor l y a r t i cu la ted
monosyllabic words, and large variations i
pronunciations. It has been seen that an improv
quality of segmentations and transcriptions transla
well to improved acoustic modeling. The goal of ou
SWB resegmentation project is to resegment the d
into utterances of approximately 10 secs. in duratio
using boundaries based on naturally-occurrin
silence, and to correct the transcriptions. A syste
trained on a subset of this data resulted in a 1.9
absolute reduction in word error rate. Equall
exciting is the fact that recognition error rates o
monosyllabic words dropped from 70.0% to
63.3% — a decrease of 6.7%. Since monosyllab
words dominate the SWB corpus, th is is
particularly significant result.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most challenging tasks for state-of-the-a
LVCSR systems is to accurate ly recogniz
conversa t ions over the te lephone . Th
SWITCHBOARD (SWB) Corpus [1] is currently
used as a standard benchmark for such applicatio
The database contains 2430 conversations averag
6 minutes in length. SWB totals over 240 hours o
recorded speech, and about 3 million words of tex
spoken by over 500 speakers of both sexes fro
every major dialect of American English.

The difficulties in recognition arise from shor
words, telephone channel degradation, and disflue
and coar t icu lated speech typica l of casu
conversations. Fast speaking rates, a wide range
dialects, speaking styles and accents, and the la
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variation in pronunciations of words all presen
unique problems for recognition of such spontaneo
speech. These conversations are heavily popula
with dysfluencies such as ungrammatical pause
stutters, laughter, repeats and self-repairs. T
vocabulary is large and dominated by monosyllab
words which are typically hard to recognize.

Analysis of current recognition performance o
SWB attributes a significant proportion of the wor
error rate (WER) to monosyllabic words [2]. This i
partly because monosyllabic words dominate th
database, but more significantly because t
transcriptions for such words are frequently in erro
Hence, we believe that an important step
improving overall performance on SWB is to
improve the quality of the training database. We ha
earlier demonstrated that an improved transcripti
of the test database results in significant (over 2%
improvement in the absolute WER [2]. Thus, there
definitely merit to resegmenting SWB and retrainin
acoustic models with cleaner transcriptions.

2. SEGMENTATION OF SWITCHBOARD

Segmentation of conversational speech in
relatively short phrases enhances the transcript
accuracy, helps in reducing the computation
requirements for training and testing each utteran
and simplifies the application of the language mod
(LM) during recognition.

Linguistic segmentation is effective in maintainin
clear linguistic context, but it has two significan
problems. First, if the boundaries are based solely
language rules, boundaries may be placed betwe
words where there is little or no silence. This wi
result in word beginnings and ends being cut o
which adversely effects training of acoustic model
Second, linguistically based boundaries often res
in utterances which are too long for practica
recognition systems. Speakers in SWB sometim
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carry on monologues of the same thought for 30-6
seconds, but the ideal utterance length for LVCS
systems needs to be closer to 10 seconds to lim
excessive use of computational resources.

Segmenting speech based solely on acous
boundaries also has its pros and cons. It is a mo
desirable paradigm in that boundaries are on
placed where there is a pause, but this meth
obscures any inherent linguistic context. Thus, it
of little use when training language models. We tr
to achieve a tradeoff between the two paradigms
— manually placing boundaries where there
acoustical silence, maintaining linguistic contex
and regulating the length of the utterances.

The resegmentation procedure is as follows:

• echo cancellation [5];
• manual adjustment of utterance boundaries;
• correction of the orthographic transcription

of the new utterance;
• readjustment of boundaries if necessary;
• supervised recognition on the new

ut te rances to ge t a t ime-a l igned
transcription;

• review of the word boundaries and final
correction of transcriptions.

The challenging part of the correction process is t
decision on whether to split at natural linguisti
boundaries (sentence boundaries, turn boundar
phrase boundaries, etc.) or at acoustical boundar
where there is a pause . Our s t ra tegy fo
resegmentation is as follows:

• segment at locations where there is clear
silence separating each segment (at least 1
second long);

• segment along phrase, sentence, and/or
train-of-thought boundaries.

The first rule is important because it eliminates th
problem of truncated words due to segme
boundaries falling where there was not enoug
separation between words. The second rule
formulated to maintain linguistic context and clarit
for speech understanding and language modeli
experimentation. We have modified these gene
guidelines to be specific and easily implemented b
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our transcribers:

• set boundaries so that each utterance has a
beginning and ending silence of at least
0.5 seconds;

• utterances should be split to be
approximately 10 seconds in length.

Thus the new manual segmentation of the trainin
database consists of utterances typically less th
10 seconds in duration which are excised
significant pause boundaries and/or turn boundari
Besides adjusting the utterance segment boundar
we also correct various transcription errors such
typographical mistakes, inserted skipped words a
speci fical ly marked dysfluencies, part ia l ly
pronounced words and laughter. A detai le
description of our segmentation and transcriptio
guidelines can be found in [6]. We have found tha
the transcription word error rate at this stage ha
been significantly reduced to about 2% from th
original error rate of approximately 8%.

The new transcriptions differ significantly from
previous transcriptions in the detail used to ma
word types. The new transcriptions differentiat
between, coinages, mispronunciations, vocaliz
noise, partial words and words spoken whil
laughing. We expect this will provide an opportunit
to model each of these commonly occurrin
problems in conversational speech.

3. QUALITY CONTROL

We have taken several steps to ensure that o
released data is of the highest possible quality. Aft
our conversations have been validated, we run a
of scripts on the transcriptions which check fo
different kinds of problems. The final quality of
transcriptions generated is verified by regular cros
validation experiments.

3.1. General Checks

First, we use a script which verifies that each word
the transcriptions is also present in the SW
dictionary. Dictionaries related to SWB have evolve
over the years and have been developed at sev
sites. This has resulted in many unseen words be
present in the dictionaries. Doing the above che
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Error Modality % of total
errors

transcription of contraction as
two words

36%

deletion 27%

insertion 6%

substitution 31%

Property ISIP WS’97

Total duration 71.03 hrs 14.67 hrs

Number of utterances 50334 27717

Average utterance duration 5.08 sec. 1.91 sec.

Number of words 419756 161762

Average words/utterance 13 6

Number of silence utterances 17119 —

Average silence duration 5.53 sec. —

Occurrence of dysfluencies 20318 7958

Occurrence of laughter-words 1955 —

Number of partial words 2808 —
guarantees that the transcriptions and the lexic
have one-to-one mapping.

The next quality check uses a script, to determine t
length of silence-only utterances in the transcriptio
files, flagging those that are less than one seco
long — our criterion for minimum silence length
Finally, we run a script to ensure that the start time
every utterance is equal to the end time of th
previous utterance. This script also makes sure th
the end time of the last utterance is equal to the s
of the file up to six significant digits.

3.2. Quality of Transcriptions

To gauge the quality of the transcribers we perfor
regular cross-validation experiments. This ensur
that the transcribers maintain a high standard
work. In general, each transcriber validates the sa
conversation and their transcriptions are compar
for accuracy and consistency. We also compare t
original LDC transcriptions to the reference, t
provide an estimate of the improvement in SW
transcriptions after resegmentation. The curre
average WER is 2.68% as compared to 8% in t
original LDC transcriptions. Table 1 shows the erro
modalities that remain in the final transcriptions.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We have completed resegmentation and transcript
corrections of 525 conversations of the SWB trainin
corpus. A summary of the modalities of this data
displayed in Table 2. The corresponding numbers
a similar subset from the WS’97 data [7] are als
provided. We have observed that of the 100 mo
frequent words in the resegmented database, 69
monosyllabic and account for 53% of the tota
transcription. In the WS’97 data monosyllabic word
constitute 74 of the top 100 words and cover 67%
the transcriptions.

4.1. Acoustic Model Adaptation

To estimate the impact of the resegmented traini
data on recognition performance, we needed to tra
new acoustic models. We decided to adapt existi
acoustic models to this data and evaluate on exist
lattices as this was a faster way of getting a previe
of the potential improvements in WER.
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A word-internal triphone system [7] was used t
bootstrap the seed models. The training set consis
of 376 conversations (about 20 hours of spee
including silence, or approx. 27500 utterance
common to the baseline training. Four passes
reestimation were carried out. Since the baseli
system lacks a laughter model, laughter was used
update the silence model; while words containin
laughter were substituted with their baseform.

4.2. Lattice Rescoring

These word-internal acoustic models were used
rescore WS’97 dev test set lattices (the transcriptio
of which have already been corrected as describ
in [7]). The performance of the adapted models (s
Table 3) shows a 1.9% absolute improvement ov
the baseline system. It also reduces the error rate
ze
Table 1: Error modalities in the final transcriptions
w
Table 2: Comparative statistics of ISIP’s resegmented SWB
transcriptions with those used for WS’97. The above
numbers are for the same 525 conversation subset.
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Error Rate ISIP WS ‘97

word error rate 47.9% 49.8%

correct words 55.8% 53.1%

substitutions 31.6% 32.2%

deletions 12.6% 14.8%

insertions 3.7% 2.9%
to substitutions and deletions, the main contributo
to the error rate on SWB evaluations.

Of the total errors, 63.3% are related to monosyllab
words and 4.7% are due to the various dysfluencie
This is significantly lower than the baseline syste
which had more than 70% of the errors due t
monosyllabic words [7].

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have created a subset of the SWB training corp
that is much more accurate and complete in terms
accounting for silences and partial/laughter word
etc. The policy of segmenting at long pauses a
natu ra l boundar ies has a l lowed the new
transcriptions to contain ample acoustic an
linguistic context for improved recognition.

We have also demonstrated the potential benefits
using a cleaner database for training of good qual
acoustic models. It should be noted that we ha
achieved a significantly better performance (a
improvement of 1.9% absolute) simply by adaptin
existing models to a small subset of the training da
We believe that building explicit models for laughte
and other dysfluencies, as well as for partiall
pronounced words will result in an even mor
improved set of acoustic models.

Also, the more accurate transcriptions can be used
adapt LMs that closely reflect the modalities o
conversational speech, and reduce the LM misma
which contributes heavily to the poor recognition
We expect to see a significant improvement in th
performance on SWB as a result of training detaile
models for highly frequent multi-word contexts. Thi
will also serve as a springboard for studying mor
rs
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complex cross-word phenomena in SWB.

It is evident that proper segmentation and quali
transcriptions of training data are essential to achie
better acoustic modeling. We intend to complete t
resegmentation of the entire SWB corpus in the ne
future, thus making a database of much better qua
available to the speech research community. We ha
placed all data, software tools and models develop
as part of this work in the public domain [6].
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Table 3: Recognition performance with acoustic models
adapted from the resegmented training data. The WER is
better than the baseline by almost 2%.
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